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David  M.  Griffel  and  some  family  connections 

Edward  Gelles 

 

David  Griffel  who  died a  year  ago, on  3rd  December  2021,   was  

the  last  remaining  1st  cousin   of  our  Griffel  family.    David`s   

father  Edward  Griffel  and  my  mother  Regina  Griffel  were  

siblings    whose  father  was  David  M.  Griffel, after  whom  my  

cousin  was  called.  The  siblings`  grandfather   Eliezer  Griffel,   was  

head of the  Jewish  community  of  Nadworna in  Galicia. 

 

An  outline  of  my  cousin  David`s  life  can  be  gathered  from 

appended  photographs  which  were  retrieved  from  his house  in  

Weston,  Massachusetts. 

 

David  Griffel  was  born  in  New  York  in  1946.  His father  Edward  

Griffel  (  1904 – 1959 )  married  Susan  Manson  (1911 -  1978) .  

David`s   sister  Eve ( 1949  -  1998 ) is  shown  beside  her  brother  in  

the  photograph  which  was  taken  in  1952 /1953. 
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The  following   photograph  shows David  as  a  young  man    whose 

education  took  him  to  MIT where  he  graduated  in  1967.  He  

continued   his  studies  there,  contributing  to  computer  science, 

and  eventually  developed  his  business  interests related  to  the  

new  technology. 
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 He  settled  in  Weston,  Massachusetts  where  he  took  an  active    

part  in local  government as indicated in the  appended  photograph  

and  newspaper  cutting.   
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He  planned  to  run  for  the  US  Senate  in  his home  state  in  1988 
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These notes are from the above leaflet 
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David`s  death  certificate confirms  that he  was  buried  at  the  

Baron  Hirsch Cemetery   on  Staten  Island, New  York,   as  were  his 

parents  and  sister.  

 

Further  photographs,   family correspondence, and  other  material    

have  been  gathered  to  expand  this  outline  of  my  cousin`s  life.   


